
Hangzhou  XinHan Optoelectronics   Technology  Co., Ltd. is  a specialized  medical  
equipment  company,which devolops,produces,sales or provides  medical  services,our
company  has  developed  the  TMT medical  infrared  thermal  imaging  system,which is  widely 
used  in  health  examination, traditional  Chinese  medicine, pain, bone , breast, anorectal, 
sports, features  and  other  fields.

TMT medical  infrared  thermal  imaging  technology  is  a  new  type  of  functional  imaging 
technology, it has a unique advantage of evaluation of human health, disease screening for early 
warning  information, follow-up observation  and  efficacy  of  traditional  Chinese  medicine。
TMT  medical  infrared  thermal  imaging  technology  has  become  an  excellent  complement 
modern  clinical  tests.



TMT-9000P  medical  infrared thermal imager is a high-tech product integrating  
infrared  thermal  imaging  technology,  computer  control technology, computer

image  processing  technique,  electronic
technology and fine optical instrument. It changes the thermal distribution state of the 
object into visual image, displays it on the instrument  in  pseudo-color,  and  measures  

the  temperature  of  the target on the infrared image as well.
Its basic  working principle  is: all  objects  in the  nature higher  than absolute zero 

(that is -273℃) emit infrared radiation all the time, but radiation  peak  wavelength  of  
the  normal  temperature  object  is  in far-infrared wave band beyond the visual range 
of human. Therefore, the self-radiation characteristics of normal temperature object 
cannot be seen by human eyes directly. TMT-9000P medical infrared thermal imager  
gathers  the  infrared  radiation  emitted  from  human  body through its optical and 
mechanical system on the detector sensitive to infrared radiation (infrared detector) 
and turns it into electrical signal. After that, it amplifies the electrical signal and turns 
into digital signal, inputs it into computer to reconstruct the infrared radiation image 
of the  object   in  gray  or  pseudo-color.  which   reflects   the  thermal distribution 

state of human body. In this way, it turns the invisible temperature information of the 
object into visual image, presenting human body skin temperature and thermal 

distribution Image.





■ Working wavelength range :8μm～14μm
■ Temperature measurement range :30℃～42℃
■ Working distance :0.5m～5m
■ Temperature measurement correctness :δ≤0.4℃
■ Temperature resolution :NETD≤0.1℃
■ Medical infrared thermal imager is available for power-driven focus
■ Medical infrared thermal imager has the function of looking up, stooping down and moving 
around from left and right
■ Medical infrared thermal imager is available for thermography generation, emperature
measurement, image processing and report creation, etc
■ Power condition
☆ Rated supply voltage: AC 110V/220V
☆ Rated supply frequency: 50Hz
☆ Input power: ≥300VA
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